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About This Game

Addictive apocalyptic action! For how long can you survive this vast onslaught of deadly attacks? Try to survive as long as you
can and longer than your friends and all other players from around the world in this highly addictive space action runner!

Easy to learn but hard to master

Jumping and changing direction – those are the only things you need to learn. But to survive in this chaotic space, timing and
precision makes all the difference. Watch out for deadly energy beams and time your next jump to survive and venture further

into the chaos!

A less one-dimensional endless runner

One Final Chaos utilizes the core two-button gameplay which popularized the 2D Endless Runner genre. But the unique
arrangement of the procedurally generated levels offers the player more agency over which path to take.

The perfect downtime-game

Stuck in matchmaking? OFC is played in quick spurts - on harder game modes you are lucky to survive 30 seconds. This makes
it a great game to play during waiting times!

Over 15 different game modes
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OFC can be played in many different ways. Choose between different game modes to customize your deadly experience!

Compete against the best and become a paragon of the multiverse

Challenge the best runs from other players in the glorious quest to become the champion of survival in space! Master the chaos
and climb the leaderboards! Watch replays of other players to learn from the best!
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Title: One Final Chaos
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Pusselbit, Sweet Studio Labs
Publisher:
A Sweet Studio
Release Date: 21 Oct, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo 2.4Ghz or Higher / AMD 3Ghz or Higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 8600 / Radeon equivalent (2009 era)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 150 MB available space

English
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It's a cute and semi-funny game.

 Pros: 
- Easy to play (Point & Click)
- Interesting Story
- Good graphics
- Nice Voiceacting
- Soundtrack

 Cons: 
- Usage of different Art-styles of some Characters and Animations
- Overlaping Music on some Locations
- Weird Solutions to puzzles
- Rather Short (2.8h for one blind playthrough)

For my experience this game was too short to cost over 10€. Yet it was a nice experience to play this, and for people who like
shorter games, this is perfect for them.. A very fun little game, I had alot of fun and laughter while playing it. Sometimes I fell
from the chair from laughter.. me as a Chinese mil nerd finds this meaning a lot
gotta simulate the 1996 J-6 versus F-14 scenario. Cool little concept!. Jerry Rice and Nitus Dog Football explores the human
mind on a psychological level and what a human brain can think and comprehend doing when it want something it feels it should
have. The gave can be classified as high art ony understood by the people who searched and really thought of it as more than a
"game". You may not understand it but dont worry even the smartest people still can not comprehend the game. Jerry Rice and
Nitus Dog Football changes a man and shows you the fight between your nerves, power, anger, desire, list, greed, death and so
many more subjects. This game is not for the faint of heart.

Story 9\/10
Gameplay 8\/10
Graphics 100\/10
Sound Design 7\/10
Replay Ability 9\/10
Music 10\/10
Level Design 10\/10

Extras: Gamestop Compatible, over 19 breeds.

Overall Ratinf 9.7\/10. Its a fun game if you understand the mechanics and know the characteristics of each tank and how to
maneuver with them.
The game becomes more rewarding the more experience you gain (not the in-game experience but actual gaming experience),
being able to turn around battles the otherwise seem impossible to win, although there are still many instances where that is not
the case. I personally don't think this is as casual of a game as it seems to be considering that if you don't really have a plan or be
versatile with the situation, you can die very quickly missing put on a lot of the action. I must include that it does not mean that
you're supposed run away from everything just to survive until the end but to understand your role in the battle and act
accordingly. Acting accordingly can mean many things differing with which tank you're driving hence gaining experience the
hard way so you know what to do in certain situations.
One thing to mention is that this game is not a pay-to-win game and is more skill based, although I think that WarGaming is
heading towards a grey area with recent updates but ultimately, those functions are boosters and there is still skill required to be
able to effectively draw the full potential of each tank.

I ranted on too much and for those who felt that it seems too complicated I'll just say that its not that hard of a game if you learn
and think, everything else should naturally follow with it.
. My Mods i played with in Haulin' \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 IT UP and now it wont start anymore (I also removed the mods
from the mods folder and still... Didn't work :( ). Not a bad documentary if you've enjoyed all the other Game Jam & Indie Dev
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films & episodes from recently... however, I think it's sorely lacking in actual gameplay footage- can't tell much about even the
winning games.. Now THAT'S what i call a GOOD port, compared to Devil May Cry 3 this one is way much better. You have a
fully PC settings menu to change resolution and graphics, gamepad settings and even an in-game benchmark. So yes, it's a good
port.

As for the game you can expect the same epicness from the previous games. Perfect art/character design, epic soundtrack and
insane gameplay (with a Turbo option to make the combat faster). Graphics are perfect, for a 2008 game it even beats some
newer games.

The plot following around Nero is well-made but i expected to see more from Dante (of course Dante still make some crazy
appearances and it's even playable but i expected more). Around 8 hours of playtime, a bit short in my opinion for a single-
player only game but i can deal with it.

Like most Hack "n" Slash games i recommend using a Xbox 360 Controller, but the game is playable with a keyboard if you
don't have a gamepad so don't worry (but still in this day and age you should already have a gamepad, if you don't then it's time
to buy one!).

My rate: 9,5. I had fun tossing myself around in zero g, and the first couple times I floated around an abandoned ship, looking
for resources was actually enjoyable. But when I started repeatedly seeing the same ships pop up and not even being able to
scavenge without my ship getting hit by rocks repeatedly, it went from “Oh man, my ship got hit! I need to hurry back!” to
“Again? Really? Can’t I get a moment to just scavenge these ships?”

It’s too easy to break even on food and oxygen even without putting much effort, and the only major goal you have is to build a
shuttle to escape which involves collecting a lot of resources in a fairly boring manner. If it was a game about trying to survive
by going around a bunch of ships, barely clinging on than it would be neat. Instead it’s a base building game where the base
building is too easy, and the method of getting resources is boring and repetitive.
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Pubg: It feels so good to be the best br game

Standout: IM ABOUT TO END THIS MANS WHOLE CAREER. Great puzzle game, with great music, I would absolutely
recommend it.
Although, with only 63 levels, it can has a short lifetime, and I recommend getting this game on sale, on in a bundle.. Severely
limited ammo and respawning enemies was the part of System Shock 2 I hated.

The setting is supposed to be funny, I just find it very depressing.

I love roguelikes, I love FTL, I love System Shock, I quite like Borderlands 2, I like stealth games, but somehow this game
seems to take all my least favourite parts of those games and combine all them all into something I actually am not enjoying
playing at all. Even a little bit.

On paper, I should love this game, and I really *really* want to like it. But I'm just not having fun.

edit: To expand a bit, because it's bothering me:

For me, a roguelike means each game is a single run, you have to start again from scratch when you die, there is a wide variety
of weapons\/tools and a wide variety of enemies with different characteristics. You have to make the best of what equipment
you happen to find. You get further in the game because of your own accumulated knowledge and experience about each type
of enemy and each weapon, so that when you stumble into that situation again you know how to react to it with the tools at your
disposal.

For example FTL, which I have 227 hours in at time of writing, or Nuclear Throne (119) .

All that, and it's a shooter rather than an RPG? And sci-fi themed? AND with FTL inspired procedurally generated levels? That
would be pretty close to my ideal game, and that what I expected this to be.

But it's not.

Instead, there's a handful of weapons and tools, a handful of enemies, and a whole pile of powerups and upgrades which you
grind towards, and which you keep after death. So the game is not about learning clever systems, it's about grind. Grind for
currency loot until you level up some ability which is then permanent forevermore for all your characters.

That's the antithesis of a good roguelike. You don't make progress because of your knowledge of deep, detailed systems - you
make progress because you collected a whole lot of crap, over and over again, until your numbers got big enough.

And I hate the setting. And I hate the art style. Yes, I get it's a faithful reproduction of some kinds of comics, but it makes the
enemies look really janky, clicking between frames as they turn.

Which also impacts gameplay, because you can't tell that an enemy is turning - they are just static frames! Especially bad
because you need to sneak past enemies to conserve ammo.

It doesn't help that there's a white border around your view which always feels like it's impairing my peripheral vision and
situational awareness, even though I'm sure it makes a tiny difference.

And I think it looks plain ugly, to be honest. I've never liked comics rendered in this style, for the same reason. Obviously I
knew what it looked like before I bought it, and I'd have overlooked that because the gameplay elevator pitch sounded so good.
But, well, here we are, and it's icing on a bad cake.. URO is a great little rhythm game, as long as you keep it on easy. If you go
further than that it becomes convulated and hard to play. Now this game has performance issues that clear up if you run it at the
lowest resolution in full screen. Doesn't really effect gameplay and I barely noticed it's smudginess and actually felt like it added
charm. It starts of really simple but by the end on Easy I was failing some challenges. I would recommend if you're looking for
something more casual while supporting a publisher that seems to be bringing some really niche interesting titles to the west.

Gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/mkMlg9u3TNE
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. Great Game, gorgeous art style and very fun. 10\/10. I've had it for two days, and already I can feel a difference. It reminds me
of the app 'Headspace' but is much better in the sense of achievement and progress. The game encourages you to be committed
for bettering yourself, bettering your mind.
The visuals and music are beautiful.
Anyone who is looking for learning a technique that can help both mental and physical health, in the style of a game - you
NEED to get this.
I'm so glad my husband found it. I'm in love with it already.. Gotta say: "it felt pretty hard" but i kinda like hard games anyway.
spikes are your worst enemy and destroy the crap out of you even on easy. I liked the game, maybe because it remembered me
of the old platformers. All in all, not the best not the worst but still good.

If you wanna check the gameplay you can click here : https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/edit?o=U&video_id=OZ79-ccrues
or look for yourself on youtube :). I played this game when I had my wisdom teeth removed. I had a blast! Even sober this game
is silly and charming. The karaoke in the main menu was a wonderful touch.
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